
REALITY
Why should you read this article? If you’re a new manager or 

on your way into a leadership position, then here you’ll get the 

foundation that will enable you to be successful in your job.



 

you as leaders spend your time on and are 

expected to do. However, this is typically 

not your job. Your job is not what you do 

or the role you have – it’s all the methods 

that you and other leaders use to achieve 

the real goal. This means that one-on-

one conversations, budget processes, 

management meetings, department 

meetings, etc. are not your job. They are 

some of your methods and ways with which 

you have decided to achieve the real goal.

Your job can only be one thing. And that is 

that the business you are a leader in realizes 

its purpose and strategy. That’s your job. The 

rest are activities, processes and methods 

that should ideally lead to the desired 

goals. Does that mean that all these things 

around the job aren’t important? Certainly 

not. Some of them are crucial, but maintain 

your critical sense and primarily keep your 

focus on creating value for the business, your 

customers and your employees – even when 

others pull in a different direction.

In general, the move to a leadership position 

is about you adjusting your focus from 

yourself to a focus on others. That you adjust 

your focus from what you need to deliver and 

succeed to also include how you help others 

to be successful. This is both a rational and a 
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WELCOME TO A NEW REALITY

First of all, congratulations on your new job 

as a leader. You’ve entered a different world 

than the one you’ve come from, and you’ll 

have good, new opportunities to create 

value. The aim of this article is to get you off 

to a good start based on a solid leadership 

foundation. A good place to start is to 

think about the following question: What is 

your job as a manager and when are you a 

successful?

Too often this question is not clarified in 

the early phase of a leadership job. It’s not 

clear enough what is really expected, just 

like perhaps you yourself are not completely 

tuned in in this regard. There are a lot of 

good reasons for this, and some of them are 

based on leadership being more complex 

and sometimes more unclear than a well-

defined specialist position. However, that 

shouldn’t stop you from making a very 

clear clarification of what your job as a 

leader actually is in your business. Have this 

discussion with your own leader and new 

leadership colleagues as soon as possible. 

You’ll  find that some of them are also 

unclear, so many of them will certainly get 

something out of the discussion. You may 

also find that your discussion ends up being 

about what



mental exercise that should make sense, plus 

that you have to know specifically how you 

can do it. However, it’s also an emotional and 

value-based exercise. It’s not enough that 

you understand what the transition requires 

in terms of changes – it also requires you to 

find it meaningful, engaging and motivating 

to make these changes. You are now 

responsible for other people succeeding, 

that a team succeeds – and you as a leader 

play a crucial role in this happening. This will 

only be completely successful if you have 

both the insight and the acceptance. You’re 

not going to be completely successful by 

only living with this move. In fact, you also 

have to achieve a certain form of satisfaction 

and engagement by reaching ambitious 

goals through other people’s efforts. For this 

to happen, it requires amongst other things 

that you find it interesting to dive deep down 

into leadership and management and learn 

the elements that are connected with being 

a leader. It’s not just a new job you’ve got. It 

is also an opportunity to go through a new 

education.

This education starts with the fact that there 

are other people who choose to follow 

you. Not because you’ve got a new title or 

authority. That doesn’t make you a leader. 

You first become a leader when others

voluntarily choose to follow you and the 

way you choose to set course, motivate and 

inspire.
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CREATE A SOLID FOUNDATION

There will be a lot of people who will have 

opinions about what you should focus on 

in your new job, which can be a gift, since 

much of this advice will be valuable to you. 

Therefore, draw on all the experiences 

that people around you have, but don’t fall 

into the trap of being so receptive that your 

own way into leadership becomes unclear. 

You have to formulate your own leadership 

foundation that acts as your compass and 

the place you can always go back to when 

you’re in doubt or being pressured from 

outside. A foundation that doesn’t change 

fundamentally when you encounter changes 

around you and is therefore also a fixed 

point of reference for you when things get 

complex and dilemmas arise.

This leadership foundation consists of the 

following parts:

 � Your purpose as a leader.

 � Your values as a leader.



 � Your footprints as a leader.

 � Your actions as a leader.

important for that, since you are moving 

from primarily having responsibility for 

your own tasks and creating results to 

having responsibility for other people and 

a collective creation of results. It requires a 

solid, authentic and ambitious purpose that 

is not just guiding and inspiring to you but 

also for others. Your purpose must motivate 

you and inspire others to follow you. That is 

the test and what tells you if you have been 

thorough and deep enough in stating this.

Your purpose will evolve over time, but you 

need to start somewhere, since it helps you 

in making decisions, handling challenging 

situations and setting limits for what you want 

to be a part of and not be a part of. What you 

can support and what can’t you support. It 

will be a filter that will help you with whether 

you should go left or right, rather than just 

following others’ attitudes or expectations 

of you as a leader.  Check questions for your 

purpose:

 � Is it inspiring and engaging for you?

 � Does it clearly say something about you 

who you are and what you believe in?

 � Is it potentially inspiring and engaging to 

other people than you?
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YOUR PURPOSE AS LEADER

Start with questions like:

 � Why do I really want to be a leader?

 � What are my motives for being a leader? 

 � What is it in leadership that I find highly 

engaging?

 � Why should other people follow me as a 

leader?

Your purpose of being a leader is that 

entitles you to have a position. It is the core 

of your leadership foundation and what 

legitimizes that it is precisely you who is in 

the position. Your purpose of being a leader 

should contain something that goes beyond 

you. It should be related to the greater task 

your business is driven to succeed, and it 

should also be about those people who you 

are leading. Leadership doesn’t exist at all 

without tasks or people, so it starts there. 

Therefore, it’s not enough to only go into 

leadership for your own sake. The job is too 
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between what you say and what you 

subsequently do in terms of the role you 

have now stepped into. Clearly formulating 

your values and implementing these is a 

valuable tool for leading and influencing 

other people, which is now part of your job. 

When your values are clear, then your actions 

and decisions will also be clear if you actually 

do what your values tell you. Involve your 

team in what your values are and help them 

formulate their own values as well as what 

it is that binds the team together. Give your 

team simple examples of how your values 

have guided you in the past and how they 

can expect this will to have an impact on 

what you will do in the future and the way 

you make decisions. This makes you clear 

as a leader and means that you don’t have 

to agree on everything that is decided but 

that your team always knows where they 

have you. When you start sharing what’s 

important to you, you also begin to create a 

trusting environment. It’s not that you have 

to share everything, but by communicating 

what means something to you and what you 

expect from others, your team will better 

understand your choices and possible 

misunderstandings will be more easily 

cleared up.

 � Will it be able to be used to base 

decisions on and get through challenging 

situations?

YOUR VALUES AS A LEADER

Start with questions like:

 � What is fundamentally important to me 

and why?

 � In the past, what has influenced my 

choices and decisions in difficult 

situations?

 � What do I get very indignant about and 

why?

 � What do I fundamentally believe in 

relation to leading other people and 

creating results as a leader?

Your values are your belief system and what 

you expect from yourself, as well as what 

others can expect from you. They should 

really mean something to you and define 

your as a person and as a leader. Once these 

are in place and are acted out, they create 

trust in you and trust that the decisions 

you make are credible. As a leader, you are 

especially obliged to having a connection 
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In reality, your values will be challenged, 

and it might be that you will need to clarify 

them as you go, since you have the task of 

fulfilling the expectations your business has 

of you, the expectations that colleagues, 

employees and partners have of you, and 

not least the expectations you have of 

yourself. These different elements don’t 

always agree with each other, so you have 

to be aware of what the balance looks like 

without fundamentally compromising what 

you believe in or what the business believes 

in. Therefore, look at what the relationship is 

like between your own values and the values 

that characterize your business. 

Where is there a good fit and where can 

there be possible challenges? Watch out for 

falling into the trap of realizing short-term 

gains where you can end up paying a price 

in the long term that’s too high in relation 

to realizing your purpose (for example, by 

taking rational and financial decisions that 

are valuable in the short term, but undermine 

you and your business’ purpose in the long 

term). In contrast, you must be willing to 

pay a possible short-term price in order to 

achieve a more long-term gain (for example, 

paying with your time and energy so that 

employees can become more skilled in an 

area).

Discuss your values with your own leader 

– not as an either-or discussion, but as 

a discussion about how you can handle 

possible dilemmas that may arise, why these 

values are important to you, as well as how 

your cooperation can best reflect your shared 

values.

Check questions for your values:

 � Do your values give a clear direction for 

you and others?

 � Is there an edge to your management 

values so that they say something about 

who you are?

 � Are they formulated as your values and 

not in a way where they could be anyone 

else’s?

 � Do your values reflect what is absolutely 

crucial to you and thus also something 

you are willing to fight for?

 � Will your values help you to be clear as a 

leader and help others understand what 

you stand for and why you do what you 

do?
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and others have experienced a real 

difference in value. Think about your 

footprints at different levels so that you have 

ambitions that are about:

 � The business, and the impressions you 

want to contribute to, in relation to the 

business’ purpose and strategy.

 � The customers, and the needs and value 

creation they seek.

 � Colleagues, and what you have helped 

them create and develop in their role as 

leader.

 � The employees, and the positive foot-

prints you have been part of with them 

that they otherwise wouldn’t have 

experienced if you hadn’t been their 

leader.

 � Yourself, and the development and 

learning you experience by being a 

leader.

Your footprints gain extra strength when 

you develop them further together with 

others and also help your employees to 

formulate their own desired footprints and 

subsequently do it together as a team.

YOUR FOOTPRINTS AS A LEADER

Start with questions like:

 � What specific results will I be proud of 

having contributed to?

 � Which footprints will tell me that I have 

served my purpose as a leader?

 � Which specific footprints will be a natural 

consequence of your purpose and 

values?

Where the values are the way in which 

you act, then your footprints are what you 

specifically want to realize. To a large extent, 

leadership is about creating something and 

realizing something valuable that doesn’t yet 

exist. As a leader, you have the opportunity to 

be part of creating impact that create value 

for the business, your customers and your 

employees. It’s the gift of the role as a leader 

and a big part of the pay-off you can get in 

that position. Therefore, you should be clear 

about the footprints you want to be part of 

setting and what you will be proud of having 

contributed to, which has created great 

value. It is through your footprints that you 

have the opportunity to experience the actual 

value of your work as a leader, where you 
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This will give you the advantage that you 

have a very specific collective picture of 

when you are successful and what you 

measure yourselves against. Then as a 

leader, you will always have a direction and 

goal to lead towards, which will make your 

work simpler and clearer. Make sure to align 

the team’s footprints inside and outside the 

business so that it really reflects what your 

internal and external customers are asking 

for and is also consistent with what your 

leader expects.

Check questions for your footprints as a 

manager:

 � Which career highlights will you be proud 

of contributing to for your employees?

 � What will be specific footprints that 

directly align with your team’s purpose 

and expected value creation?

 � What footprints could indicate that you 

have helped colleagues succeed?

 � Which footprints are crucial for realizing 

the business’ purpose and strategy?

 � Which footprints will tell you that you 

yourself have developed as a leader?

YOUR ACTIONS AS A LEADER

Start with questions like:

 � Which habits and actions will actually 

realize my desired footprints?

 � What are the obvious action-related 

consequences of my purpose, my values 

and my desired footprints?

 � What do I want to hold myself up against 

and what should my leader, colleagues 

and employees hold me up against?

Millions of hours are spent on formulating 

strategic plans in businesses and develop-

ment plans for leaders and employees 

that have never come to anything. Stand 

out from  the crowd by doing something 

about what you say. As a leader, your ability 

to execute is what converts expressed 

ambitions into action and desires into 

results. That you are able to make things 

happen also makes it easier for others to 

see what a desired future can look like, 

and most of your credibility and trust in you 

as a leader are based on the relationship 

between what you say and whether you 

subsequently can actually do it. That is, to 

take your own statements and ambitions 

seriously enough
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to put them into reality. You can be 

absolutely sure that it will be challenged 

in everyday life, but it’s precisely here that 

all these fine statements will be put to the 

test. Are they so important to you that you’re 

willing to do something about them? Are the 

statements crucial to your and your business’ 

success? Questions like these will be 

relevant and will be necessary to ask along 

the way as a test and assessment of their real 

value and usefulness.

Therefore, your actions as a leader must be 

very practical and based on how disciplined 

you choose to be in your everyday life. 

It takes time, energy and that the other 

elements in your leadership foundation are 

actually meaningful, engaging and value-

creating. If not, then you will quickly lose 

interest and spend your time on something 

else. Check questions for your actions as a 

manager:

 � Which specific actions are a logical 

extension of my purpose, management 

values and desired impressions?

 � Which weekly habits will contribute to me 

living my leadership foundation?

 � Which essential requirements have to be 

present for me to actually do it?

 � Which disturbances or obstacles can 

stand in the way of me carrying out my 

ambitions?

 � What do I choose to do with these 

possible disturbances or obstacles 

already now?

An important part of your move into a 

leadership role is that you are now head 

of a team. A team that has to have its own 

purpose, values, footprints and actions, and 

who are bound together by the value to be 

created, the tasks that support this desired 

value creation and the relationships and 

cooperation that will make the whole thing 

happen. Overall, you can get a long way in 

the leadership of your team by focusing on 

the following:

 � Purpose and value.

 � Clarity and acceptance.

 � Engagement and energy.

FOCUS ON THE TEAM 

YOU ARE LEADING
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Purpose and value

If you have an intense focus in all activities 

and tasks on why (purpose) this activity 

or task should be carried out, and what 

specifically the result of it should be (value), 

then you’ve made it a long way. These are the 

two levers that you always need to keep hold 

onto, whereas everything in between (the 

process) can and will vary, depending on the 

activity or the nature of the task as well as 

the people performing it. The space between 

purpose and desired value is where you 

have the chance to give employees space 

to use their professional competency and 

where you sometimes also have to challenge 

yourself to let go. You don’t always have to 

be deeply involved in this process but can 

instead have a sparring role that can ensure 

both progress and the right quality along the 

way. Questions that can help you:

 � Why is it that this task is important for us, 

our stakeholders and our customers?

 � What would happen if we didn’t succeed 

with this task?

 � What specific value creation would a 

good solution to this task contribute to – 

and value for who?

Clarity and acceptance

Each employee should be clear about the 

role they have, what is expected in this role, 

which areas of responsibility are associated 

and how this can best work together with the 

rest of the team. All this can be explained, 

but it doesn’t necessarily ensure acceptance 

and insight on the employee’s side. Only very 

few people become strongly motivated by 

others telling them exactly what they have to 

do and how to do it. Everyone needs a certain 

degree of influence about this.

Therefore, it’s important that you spend 

time on creating this clarity and acceptance 

together. There will be elements that are a 

given, seen from the business’ perspective, 

which is a clear and necessary expectation, 

and there will also be elements that are more 

open to discussion and that are possible for 

the employee to influence. Talk about these 

elements and be as precise as possible so 

that you both know what the employee’s 

primary responsibility is, why these areas 

are valuable and meaningful, how this 

responsibility is best carried out and what 

kind of results and collaboration will help to 

create the desired value. Questions that can 

help you:

 � Where can you best contribute in order 

for us to succeed in our goals as a team?
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 � Where do our stakeholders and 

customers get the most out of what you 

are good at?

 � What are the crucial areas of 

responsibility that you have and why?

 � How can I as a manager help you to 

succeed with this?

Engagement and Energy

It’s essential that you have a clear picture of 

what drives your employees. Why they’ve 

chosen to be part of your business and which 

parts of their work they find interesting and 

maybe even inspiring. You must have an 

understanding of what gives and takes their 

energy in their daily work. If you connect 

the areas where your employees have high 

energy with the areas where they are often 

successful, then you’ve got something really 

interesting. It’s precisely here where your 

employees’ strengths are and where they’ll 

both create high value at the same time 

as find it motivating to spend time on this. 

This doesn’t mean that they shouldn’t do 

the tasks they find less motivating, but you 

have to keep an eye on whether the balance 

between these different tasks is good. 

Questions that can help you:

 � Which tasks and activities give you the 

most energy in your work – and why?

 � In which tasks and activities do you find 

that you can create the greatest value – 

and why do you think that is?

 � How do we ensure that you use your 

strengths even more, for your benefit and 

the business’?

 � How can I help you create the most 

possible value and bring your strengths 

into play?

PITFALLS IN YOUR NEW JOB

There are a lot of very exciting things about 

the job of a leader. You get opportunities 

that weren’t previously available and can 

put a very real mark on the business and 

the people in it. However, there are also 

a number of pitfalls that you should pay 

attention to. Pitfalls that can be obstacles or 

stand in the way of you being successful as 

a leader. A number of these are as follows:

Time and tasks

You will no doubt be challenged on how you 

spend your time so that you are as efficient 

as possible and create the value that you 

and others find necessary. For many new 

leaders, it comes as a surprise that the job 

of managing others is on top of much of the 

work they’ve being doing up to now.
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Leadership becomes an extra to many of the 

more professional and specialized tasks that 

also have to be solved. A part of the answer 

here is, of course, delegation and making 

use of your employees’ professional skills, 

but it’s unlikely that that will get you all the 

way. There will also be specialized tasks that 

you have to do at the same time as having to 

manage the team.

It doesn’t have to be about you

That you or others experience a leadership 

problem in your business need not mean 

it’s a leader problem. To a large extent, 

leadership is a process involving several 

parties, so be careful not to put too much 

on your shoulders. You’re a part of an overall 

chain that has to work, and you certainly have 

to take your share of the responsibility, but 

leadership problems are rarely about the 

individual person, even though you’ll find that 

some people will want to see it that way. It 

can be rather convenient for others to point 

fingers at you instead of looking at how the 

system works.

 

Acceptance of the job

If you’re excited about having the title of 

leader but don’t accept the conditions that 

are a part of it, then you’re in trouble. At some 

point, you have to accept that fundamental

changes have occurred in how you are 

successful, compared to what you’ve been 

used to. There will be new types of task 

that you have to do, new competencies to 

be developed and other things you have to 

spend your time on than previously. It’s not 

enough that new skills and competencies 

need to be learned, there are also old habits 

that need to be left behind. There will be 

competencies, skills and behaviors that 

you have previously been successful with 

that are no longer useful to you. Some of 

them will possibly stand directly in the way 

of you succeeding in the job as a leader. 

Therefore, make sure you’re clear about 

which elements won’t be useful to you 

anymore and that you’ll have to put behind 

you. It can be anything from your mindset 

and ways of thinking, to your actions, ways 

of collaborating and ways of creating results.

When you have to lead former colleagues

Many new leaders can be in a situation 

in which they are now leaders of former 

colleagues. This means that there has to 

be a change in relationships, where a more 

formal dimension now has to be taken, since 

you’re now their leader. The challenge can, 

for example, consist of you wanting to be 

both accepted and productive at the same 

time or that you have to balance creating 
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relationships with others while at the same 

time being dependent on the same people 

delivering what you need. For your new 

employees, it can be a challenge to see 

you in the new role and thus leave parts of 

your previous community. Don’t try to hide 

it but rather discuss the change with your 

employees and the questions they must 

have. They have to go through a process 

where it’s natural for them to see you as 

the leader of the team and give you their 

acceptance of you in the role. Amongst 

other things, this is about the degree of 

authority you have. Your authority in the new 

leadership role comes from three places:

 � From your own leader and the business. 

They have to give you the necessary 

authority by clarifying why you are the 

new leader, what mandate you have and 

a clear and formalized support for you. 

The clearer the authorization from above 

is, the easier it will be for the employees 

to see and accept you in the role.

 � From your employees and colleagues. 

Your employees and colleagues also 

have to accept you in the role of leader. 

They have to have confidence that you 

can balance different expectations as 

well as create an environment that takes 

account of both the creation of results 

and engagement.

 � From yourself. The more belief others 

have in you in your role, the easier it will 

also be that you see yourself as a leader 

when you look at yourself in the mirror. 

That you trust yourself in the role as well 

as accept the basic conditions that are a 

part of it. A clear leadership foundation 

will also be a great help for you in this 

process.

Ideas about the role of leader

We all have our own ideas about what a 

leader can and should do that color our 

behavior and the ways in which we look at 

our own leaders. We measure them against 

our idea of “good leadership”. This will also 

happen to you. There will be employees 

and other leaders who expect certain 

characteristics and actions from you, not 

necessarily based on what’s reasonable 

or possible but based on what’s desirable 

and influenced by their own ideas and 

expectations. Handle this through an ongoing 

balancing of expectations that makes it clear 

what is reasonable and unreasonable, as 

well as what others can rightly expect and 

not expect.

Conflicting interests

In the job of leader, you’ll encounter 

conflicting interests from the different parties 

you work with.
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For example, it’s not always certain that you 

experience consistency between the overall 

needs, seen from the business’ perspective, 

and the needs your employees express. This 

is a basic condition that doesn’t go away; 

however, you can get a long way by focusing 

on the following three elements:

 � Direction – is there a common agreement 

about the direction you should be going? 

Is the purpose, strategy, objectives and 

prerequisites for success clear?

 � Coherence – are roles and responsibilities 

fully known by everyone? Does everyone 

know how they can contribute to the 

goals and what the others in the team are 

contributing?

 � Engagement – is everyone engaged and 

dedicated to your common task and the 

goals you’re looking to achieve?

These tasks should be focused on both 

the short and long term, as well as on an 

operational and strategic level. All four levels 

are at stake at the same time, and your task 

is to have an awareness of where you have to 

put your focus in a given situation on these 

axes.

 � Provide feedback often and in an 

effective way that ensures a focus 

on what is most important and helps 

employees to create value.

 � Delegate tasks that ensure progress, 

value creation and that the individual 

employee will become better at their 

work.

 � Help to formulate specific and engaging 

goals together with the employees 

that are both about their individual 

development and the business’ desired 

value creation.

 � Ensure that your employees have 

opportunities to do their work with the 

greatest possible effect and engagement. 

You will have to clear the stones from the 

path for them and take on the necessary 

battles.

If we move from the overall level and down 

to the more specific activities that are 

important for you as a new leader, then you 

have to keep an eye on a range of tasks. 

SPECIFIC TASKS THAT YOU ALWAYS 

HAVE TO KEEP IN MIND
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 � Support collaboration and team 

development, connect the right people 

and initiate the right dialogues about the 

right things.

 � Close coordination with your new 

colleagues, both within your own 

business unit but also across business 

units.

 � Focused dialogues with your leader 

on progress and value creation in your 

team, as well as feedback and support 

for you in the new role. In addition, you 

also need more strategic dialogues with 

your leader, focused on the business and 

value creation for your customers.

 � Spend time on and have dialogues with 

people around you who are interested in 

and have the ability to help you succeed 

as a new leader.

You can’t do all of these activities at the 

same time, but you should ensure that they 

all get attention continuously so that you 

have the right balance and focus on the 

business’ needs, your employees’ needs and 

your own needs. Regularly evaluate how 

you balance these tasks, what the effects of 

what you spend your time on are and where 

you possibly need to adjust what you’re 

prioritizing.

YOUR NEXT 100 DAYS

The first 100 days in the leadership job are 

an appropriately long but also manageable 

period to work in. Here, you have the 

opportunity to set the direction for your 

leadership, build up the necessary insights 

and start developing the right relationships.

 � Start with your leadership foundation and 

add depth to it so that it’s experienced as 

a help for you as well as clarity for others.

 � Balance expectations with your own 

leader. When are you a success in 

the new role? What expectations are 

associated with the job, both in relation 

to business-related value creation 

and employee development? What 

expectations are there with regard to your 

cooperation with your new colleagues, 

your leader and your business partners 

and customers?

Use your own leader and a mentor to help 

you, provide feedback and share their 

experiences of balancing their time in an 

efficient way.
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 � Be clear about your own expectations 

towards your leader and the needs you 

have in order to thrive in the job as well as 

deliver. Share your leadership foundation 

with your leader and get further input for 

this.

 � Get thoroughly acquainted with why your 

employees are in your business. What 

drives and motivates them? What do they 

get heavily engaged in? When do they 

have the opportunity to do high quality 

work? What can get in the way of their 

engagement and value creation?

 � Get yourself a mentor. A more 

experienced leader inside or outside 

your business, depending on what you 

primarily want to get out of working with 

a mentor. Use this mentor very actively 

and get him or her to help you with your 

leadership foundation as well as to make 

it work in practice.

 � Set your own goals for success for the 

first 100 days. For example, it can be 

about what you want to achieve in terms 

of results, what you need to learn, what 

experiences you have to go through and 

how you strengthen network.

Once again, congratulations on the job. 

Enjoy it and the opportunities it provides, 

and never forget that your job is now more 

about others than it is about you. It’s about 

you having the task of helping others 

succeed, to create security so that they dare 

to experiment, innovate and deliver. Now 

you’re giving your time and energy to others 

so that they can give the same to the people 

that your business is here for.


